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PARTNERS

For outdoor sports construction products, SportsEdge offers designers and

contractors a complete package of products for even the most comprehensive jobs. 

This catalog represents a selection of the best and most popular products used in 

modern baseball and softball field construction. 

SportsEdge manufactures the highest quality products and is also proud to represent and 

supply the best name brands in the industry. 

If there is something you need and you don’t see it here, just call us!
For specifications and CAD details visit our website www.sportsedge.com



FOUL POLES

SE330004 (In-Ground) ................................... 40’ High

SE330014 (Surface Mount)

Foul Poles are made of heavy duty steel pipe and consist of

lower and upper sections which are bolted together in the field.

The lower 8’ section incorporates an internal sleeve at the upper

end, with the upper section installed over the internal sleeve.

Wing Panels are of a modular design, consisting of expanded

metal fabric on a tubular frame. Panels are 13” wide, start at 

8’ above the playing surface and extend to the top of  the pole.

The individual panels are bolted to the upper pole section and

are secured to each other with splice plates.

The entire Foul Pole assembly is finished in a durable yellow

powder-coated finish.

All three sizes are available either as sleeve-type installed in

concrete footings or as plate-type surface mount.

SE330003 (In-Ground) ................................... 30’ High

SE330013 (Surface Mount)

SE330002 (In-Ground) ................................... 20’ High

SE330012 (Surface Mount)

Bolt-on Wing Panels

consist of expanded

metal fabric on a

tubular frame.
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SPORTSEDGE7 POWERHOUSE BATTING CAGES

Engineered Frame System

The PowerHouse batting cage frame system

includes 8.625” outside diameter structural

steel poles coated with the same finish used

on the Alaska Pipeline. It has fewer compo-

nents than typical batting cages and offers

clear spans in either direction without signifi-

cant sag. In order to achieve the proper cable

tension, the 16’ poles are installed 11.5’ above

ground, and 4.5’ below ground.

Cable Tensioning System

Our cable tensioning system uses galvanized

hardware including 3/16” heavy duty galva-

nized cable, cable clamps, thimble eye nuts,

eye bolts, institutional grade threaded rod,

and curved washers to ensure that your net

will hang properly. The system provides 24” of

adjustment for future tightening, if necessary.

Because of the strength of the poles, the

cable system can be tensioned as much as

necessary.

Single Baseball Cage-  # SESBBC-01

PowerHouse Cages are the most durable and safest batting cage available today. The four steel

pole design creates an open cage with the net hanging freely so balls stop without rebound.

These heavy duty poles can endure high wind loads and other abuse, such as collisions from

lawn mowers.

Net

The net is made of HDPE #62 knotless

KVX200™ with machine sewn stitched

rope borders, top center rib line for height

control and corner loops for easy installa-

tion. This HDPE net will not absorb water,

reducing sag.

Cable Tensioner
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Two PowerHouse batting cages side by side share the

center poles. Cages are two feet apart so that balls from

one cage will not affect players in the other cage.

Standard Sizes

Single 12’ H x 14’ W x 70’ L Baseball Cage.........................SESBBC-01

Single 12’ H x 14’ W x 55’ L Softball Cage ...........................SESSBC-01

Double (2) 12’ H x 14’ W x 70’ L Baseball Cage ..................SEDBBC-01

Double (2) 12’ H x 14’ W x 55’ L Softball Cage ....................SEDSBC-01

Bullpen Option ......................................................................SEBPBC-01

Custom Cages

Additional custom sizes and configurations are available.

Call 800-334-6057 for additional information.

Double Baseball Cage-  # SEDBBC-01

Premium Coating (STRYK 5388)

same as used on the 

Trans-Alaska Pipeline

“Quick Release Carabine

Net Attachment”

Heavy duty 3/16” galvanized cable

8-5/8” Diameter

Structural Steel Poles

rated for 120 MPH wind

loads

HDPE Net machine

sewn borders and ribs

Double Cage with Optional Bullpen

With the addition of one pole and a section of net, a

bullpen area can be created alongside the single or double

batting cage. Any variation or combination of sizes and

features is possible with this flexible, modular system.
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SportsEdge PowerHouse Baseball Backstops simplify

design, reduce costs and lend a professional appear-

ance to your facility.

The Standard (110 lf ) and Premier (150 lf) Backstop

Systems are designed with a simple, four pole layout

and net. Both the Standard and Premier models are

available in 30 ft or 40 ft heights.

The poles are capped and have lifting rings to assist in

installation. Heavy duty cable and hardware attach the

individual net sections to the poles, making replacement

of old or damaged nets easier and less costly. Standard

details represent a design for 90 MPH wind loads. With

adjustments to in-ground pole depth and footing size,

greater wind loads can be addressed.

Baseball coaches and recreation directors prefer our net

backstop systems to chain link fence models for their

facilities because of the professional appearance,

improved visibility through the net, and reduced ball

rebound. And PowerHouse Backstops won’t show their

age like traditional metal fencing products.

SPORTSEDGE7 POWERHOUSE BASEBALL BACKSTOP
NET SYSTEMS

Product Features:

Poles

8-5/8” Diameter Structural Steel Poles for 30’ above ground models.

10-3/4” Diameter Structural Steel Poles for 40’ above ground models.

Premium STRYK 5388 Coating- same as used on the Trans-Alaska

Pipeline.

Hardware

Heavy duty 3/16” galvanized cable.

Galvanized Steel Carabiners.

Nets

#42 Black Nylon Knotted with 1.75’’ openings.

Rope border, hand-tied around the entire perimeter.

Individual net for each section for easier handling and reduced costs

for future replacement.

PowerHouse Premier Backstop, 40 ‘ Tall
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Standard Models:

40’ x 30’ x 40’ Pole Layout

#SESBSS30 - 30’ Height above ground

#SESBSS40 - 40’ Height above ground

Premier Models:

50’ x 40’ x 50” Pole Layout

#SEDBSS30 - 30’ Height above ground

#SEDBSS40 - 40’ Height above ground

Custom Net Systems

Additional custom sizes and configurations are available.
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Poly-Cap is an inexpensive way to add safety, reduce

player injuries, increase visibility and beautify any field.

Available in the trademarked bright “safety” yellow or

forest green. Manufactured with a 20% thicker wall than

other brands, creating unequaled durability and UV pro-

tection. Poly-Cap features weather-treated and UV-pro-

tected, 4 1/2” diameter polyethylene construction that

will offer years of protection. Secure Poly-Cap with

optional matching ties every 3 feet. 

Limited 2-year warranty.

Poly-Cap Installer
Cut installation time up to 75%! Install 100’ of Poly-Cap in less

than 10 minutes. Poly-Cap can be difficult to spread and hard on

your hands and knuckles. The installer simplifies installation and

avoids injuries by spreading the Poly-Cap and allowing it to close

over the fence as you move forward. Solid steel construction.

SE02294.................................................................................4 lbs.

Yellow- 100’ Roll SE01160 .................................. 35 lbs.

Yellow- 250’ Roll SE01162 ...................................85 lbs.

Forest Green- 100’ Roll SE02373 ........................35 lbs.

Forest Green- 250’ Roll SE02372 ........................85 lbs.

Black- 100’ Roll SE04450 ....................................35 lbs.

Black- 250’ Roll SE04449 ....................................85 lbs.

Fence Cap Ties
Our heavy-duty reusable ties 

measure 19” long and feature

a high breaking strength.

Specially designed for Poly-Cap.

Sold in packages of 100.

Yellow- SE01649 ......................1 lb.

Forest Green- SE02374 ...........1 lb.

Black- SE04451 .......................1 lb.

Eliminate chain link injuries. Our premium quality protective fence covers

offer the highest level of player protection. The professional teardrop

shaped profile is easy to install with just one person. 8’ long sections can

ship via courier saving freight costs. Exterior grade, UV-resistant polyeth-

ylene construction is designed to be long lasting. Pre-drilled every 24”

and includes ties for securing to the fence. Available in 3 grades of dura-

bility to meet any budget. With 6 attractive colors to choose from, coach-

es can match their school colors, creating a beautiful appearance.

Sold in 80’ per carton only, please specify color.

Premium Fence Guard
(3”W x 41/2” T x 8’L x .10” wall thickness) Our thickest

walled construction is designed for maximum player

protection and durability. 5-year limited warranty.

Available in yellow, forest green, red, and blue.

80’ / carton     SE01166 .....................................42 lbs. 

Standard Fence Guard
(2 5/8”W x 4” T x 8’L x .07” wall thickness) Our stan-

dard construction is designed for excellent player pro-

tection and durability at an economical price. 3-year

limited warranty. Available in yellow, forest green, red,

blue, orange, and white.

80’ / carton   SE01923 .........................................33 lbs.

POLY-CAP

“ORIGINAL” FENCE GUARD
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DIAMOND PRO77

Calcined Clay Drying Agent

A calcined clay product used to quickly dry puddles and muddy conditions. The finer gradation

has more surface area to dry the field faster, reducing the chance of rain delays. It will not

stick to cleats and is easily incorporated into the infield. 

Calcined Clay Top Dressing

Top Dressing has a larger, coarser gradation that increases the durability of the product and is

used on the skinned areas of baseball and softball fields to improve drainage. It will not stick

to cleats and is easily incorporated into the infield. 

Red Infield Conditioner

Diamond Pro® Red Infield Conditioner creates a natural look that enhances the appearance of

an infield. A vitrified clay (expanded shale and clay) product applied to skinned areas of base-

ball and softball fields. Diamond Pro® fires its vitrified clay conditioners in a rotary kiln at over

2000° F to produce a premium ceramic substance. 

Mound / Home Plate Clay & Clay Bricks

Two great products used to construct, repair, and maintain high-

stress areas including pitcher’s mound, bullpen, batter’s box, or

catcher’s box.  Both products have higher clay content which pro-

vides greater plasticity.

Athletic Field Marking Dust

Perfect for marking all types of athletic fields. Non-toxic, non-burning, and harmless to soil and

turf, our Diamond Pro® Athletic Field Marking Dust is produced to meet and exceed profes-

sional and NCAA standards. 

TXI / Diamond Pro pioneered the use of expanded shale and clay as an infield conditioner in 1989. The result was

immediate - a faster drying, smoother, safer, more consistent playing surface.  Today Diamond Pro is a complete

line of professional groundskeeping products that satisfy a wide variety of groundskeeping needs. 

SEDPCCDA ................................................................................................................ 50 lb. Bag

SEDPCCTD ................................................................................................................. 50 lb. Bag

SEDPRFC ............................................................50 lb. bag or 10, 15, & 24 Ton Bulk Delivery

SEDPMHPC (Mound Clay)..................................................... 50 lb. Bag and Bulk Availability

SEDPMHPCB ( Clay Bricks) ......................................................4” x 8” x 2.5”, 300 Per Pallet

SEDPAFMD ................................................................................................................. 50 lb. Bag
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JACK CORBETT MLB HOLLYWOOD BASE

The exclusive base of Major League

Baseball® for nearly 70 years. Used by all six

National Pro Fastpitch Softball clubs.

Extended, tapered lip virtually eliminates all

edge turn up. Engineered to better withstand

bad weather. Includes ultraviolet inhibitors.

1200 lb. of tensile strength prevents most

cuts and tears. Comes with 6” stanchions.

PRO-STYLE HOLLYWOOD IMPACT

Same look and feel as the original Jack

Corbett® Bases.This base compresses

upon impact, reducing stress on players

and reducing injuries. Patented chevron

design on the underside of the base is

unique to the game, providing stability,

support, and durability and is vital to the

base’s ability to compress upon impact.

Comes with 6” stanchions.

HOLLYWOOD IMPACT™ BASE

Premium, professional construction 

with patented chevron design for added

support and durability. Patented technol-

ogy compresses upon impact, reducing

risk of ankle, leg, and knee injuries.

Comes with 6” stanchions.

12902040     HIBLS     Single base

12902010     HIBL Set of 3 bases

HOLLYWOOD IMPACT DOUBLE FIRST BASE

Premium, professional construction wiwth pateneted chevron design

for added support and durability. Patented technology compresses

upon impact, reducing risk of ankle, leg and knee injuries. Comes with

6” stanchions.

12902080 HDB 1 Double First Base

12902060      H1BD 1 Double First Base, 

2 Impact® Bases

HOLLYWOOD IMPACT 

KWIK-RELEASE™ DOUBLE FIRST BASE

All of the same features as found in the Hollywood Impact

Kwik-Release Base. Two resistance levels available:

Youth and Varsity.

12906070     1 Double First Base, 2 Youth Bases

12906050     1 Double First Base, 2 Varsity Bases

12906060     1 Double First Base

HOLLYWOOD IMPACT®

KWIK-RELEASE BASE

Officially recommended base of Babe

Ruth League and Cal Ripken Baseball.

Patented design compresses upon

impact. For additional safety, the top of

this base will disengage upon strong

enough impact. Two resistance levels

available: Youth and Varsity. Bottom

waffle-design adds strength and flexibili-

ty. Soft orange tabs on the platform hold

onto the top of the base but are soft

enough for players to slide over. Fully

compliant with Little League Rule 1.06.

12906020      Youth  Single Base

12906010      Youth   Set of 3 Bases

12906040      Varsity Single Base

12906030      Varsity Set of 3 Bases

12901040     BBPLS     Single Base

12901010     BBPL Set of 3 Bases
12903040     HIBPLS      Single Base

12903010     HIBPL Set of 3 Bases

BASES & PITCHING RUBBERS



HOLLYWOOD 24” STEP DOWN 

PITCHING RUBBER

Step-style improves footing.  Reduces 

maintenance for upkeep of pitcher’s mound.

12909190     SRSLSD     24” Step Down
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HOLLYWOOD DUAL STANCHION 

REMOVABLE PITCHING RUBBER

Easy to remove and relocate for different 

levels of play. Includes anchor, stanchion and

pitching rubber. 18” or 24” .

12920706    LBMPR218    18” Dual Stanchion

12920704    LBMPR224    24” Dual Stanchion

REPLACEMENT DUAL GROUND ANCHORS

For 18” & 24” dual stanchion removable pitching

rubber.

12920707    18” Replacement Dual Ground Anchor

12920705    24” Replacement Dual Ground Anchor

HOLLYWOOD 4-SIDED PROFESSIONAL

PITCHING RUBBER

Ultra-durable, premium molded rubber

design. Interior aluminum tube for profession-

al strength.

12909180    BBPB

SPIKE INSTALLED PITCHING RUBBER

SCHUTT 4-SIDED PRO PITCHING RUBBER

Interior plastic tube.

12809000     SPR-4SY Youth 4” x 18”

12808500     SPR-4SO     Official 6” x 24”

SCHUTT STEP DOWN PITCHING RUBBER

Durable, economical step down pitching 

rubber.

12810000     SPR-SDY Youth 4” x 18”

DIGOUT TOOL

Made specifically to clean out

ground anchors.

12916610     TRB51       Digout Tool

HOLLYWOOD MLB PRO STYLE HOME PLATE

Maximum

strength, suitable for portable or temporary install.

Includes 7” stanchion, 5 zinc plated spikes, 1

anchor and 1 plug. 1 ½” thick. 

12807300 SHP-UM  Universal Home Plate

SCHUTT BURY-ALL HOME PLATE

Premium all rubber, waterproof construc-

tion for ultra durability. No spikes needed

for installation.

12807100 SHP-RBA Bury-All Home Plate

SCHUTT PRO HOME PLATE

Rugged, molded rubber construction.

Stanchion mounted steel. Ground anchor

included.

12807200     SHP-PS     Pro Home Plate

BASE PLUGS

Colored indicator makes it easy to spot  the plugs but won’t be hurt by rakes or

tractors. Mushroom plugs are a low-cost alternative; easy to use.

12916590     Anchor Plugs w/indicators         Sold individually

12916532     Stanchion Convertor ( HIB/33)   Sold Individually

12916580     Mushroom Plugs (BBP-64)        Set of 3

GROUND ANCHOR MOUNTS

8” female ground anchor – 1 ¾” square.

Cleans easily with Schutt Digout tool.

12916550   BBP-44    Set of 3 anchors
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PORTABLE OUTFIELD FENCING

SportPanel Portable Outfield Fencing is the outfield fencing of choice for schools, universities, leagues and parks world-

wide. These easy to install, lightweight panels (22 lbs. each) install without tools or even an instruction manual. Foam

connectors keep panels together and metal wickets secure panel to the ground. A full field can be installed in a few

hours. Rotating and configurable legs allow panels to adjust to varying terrain and stack flat for transport and storage.

Panels ship fully assembled…… ready-to-play. Just rotate the feet into place and connect with the foam connectors.

SportPanel offers the TECHNOTIP™   Breakaway System…….a unique safety feature that protects players from injury

by folding flat upon impact. The yellow SAFERAIL™ option adds visibility to the fence, enhancing player’s safety and

spectator’s enjoyment and gives your field a professional stadium look. Add either of these options to standard fence 

panels.

Options:

Blackout Panels…….......designed for use in centerfield, a valuable “batter’s eye” aid.

Transportation Cart……..provides storage for panels and also speeds install and dismantle.

Foul Poles.......................6’ tall foul poles clearly mark foul lines.

Sportpanel Product Specification

Panel Size: 44” H x 126” L (10ft 6in .1) x 2” W

Weight: 22 lbs.

Materials: Frame: UV- resistant PVC

Mesh: UV- protected polypropylene copolymer

Color: Standard :  White frame with white or black mesh. 

Custom colors available. 

SafeRail standard color is yellow. 

Custom colors  available.

Warranty: 3-year Warranty. Made in the USA.

Foam

Connectors

(Standard)

Yellow SafeRail #SESR

(Optional)

Blackout Panels

#SESNP01B

(Optional)

Rotating

Configurable Legs

(Standard)

Technotip

Breakaway System #SETT

(Optional)

Foul Pole

#SESNPFP

Transport Cart

#SESNP-TC
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TRUE PITCH77 PORTABLE PITCHING MOUNDS

Little League and Bambino (Babe Ruth) Games..................................................................................SETP302

Official Little League Ages 9 -12, Bambino Ages 5 - 12.  6” high, 6’10” wide, 9’2” long, Approx. 180 lbs.

Covered with turf.

Official Senior League and Babe Ruth League Games....................................................................SETP600G

Official 10” regulation height. Designed for Senior Leagues and Babe Ruth, 13 - 15 year old and Babe Ruth

16 - 19 year old division. 10” high, 10’ wide, 12’6” long, 340 lbs. Covered with turf.

Official Pony League Games................................................................................................................SETP2028

Official Pony League specifications, ages 12 - 15, suitable for Senior League diamonds with slightly crowned

infields, 8” high, 8’ wide, 10’ long, 220 lbs. Covered with turf.

Official Bronco League and Dixie Youth Baseball Games................................................................SETP2026

Bronco League ages 11 - 12. Official Pony League and Dixie Baseball specifications, 6” high, 8’1” wide, 10’1”

long, 200 lbs. Covered with turf.

Full Regulation Game Mound..............................................................................................................SETP318G

The 318G is an 18’ pitching mound constructed of a fiberglass base covered with your choice of turf options.

This mound is constructed according to the dimensions presented in the NCAA rule book and meets all NCAA

requirements. The mound is built with interlocking sections that allow for easy shipping, assembly and portability.

True Pitch is the only portable game mound approved for use by Little League, Pony League, Babe Ruth and

Cal Ripken. These mounds are made of a reinforced fiberglass shell covered with synthetic turf and can be

carried by two people. The tapered edge makes a smooth transition to your field. Pitching rubber is included.

Use with turf shoes only; not cleats.
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Custom Stadium Pad

!!    18 oz. coated vinyl, 15 colors

!!    2 styles: WPS wood backed and 

EPM non-wood backed

!!    Vent holes in bottoms

!!    Available in 4 foam grades

!!    Standard heights from 4’ to 8’

!!    Standard widths from 2’ to 4’

!!    Available with custom graphics

!!    Custom sizing available

Digital Graphics

!!    Vibrant, durable digitally printed vinyl

!!    Unlimited color combinations

!!    UV resistant

EXTERIOR PADDING / WOOD BACKED

Four styles to choose from:

WPS...... wood backed padding

PSMS.....wood backed with “L” shaped top

EWM......non-wood backed / grommets

BSP........non-wood backed / grommets / 2’ wide folding 

sections / 2” or 3” thick foam

!!    18 oz. coated vinyl with 15 color choices

!!    Vent holes at bottom of all pads

!!    Custom sizes available in WPS, PSMS and EWM series padding

WPS series (above) can be mounted 

to any chain link fence with Fisher’s

3” dia. galvanized steel washers and

inserts

WPS Padding with Graphics

WPS

Wood Backed Wall Padding

Gold              Red              K.Green        Orange          Royal             Purple           Tan               Sky Blue

Black           H.Green         Maroon            Gray             Navy              Brown           White   

WPS with Sewn-on Gold Stripe
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EXTERIOR PADDING / NON-WOOD BACKED

Fisher’s Exterior Wall Mats and Ball Stop Pads

are similar to the wood backed protective pads

with the exception that 7/16” OSB is not used.

The EWM and BSP series paddings are manu-

factured from 18 oz. weather resistant, coated

vinyl.

18 oz. coated vinyl with 15 color choices

2’ x 4’ standard width / 4’ to 8’ standard height

Custom sizes and art work available

Rail Padding

SERPG184…….48” grommeted

SERPG186…….72” grommeted

SERPG188…….96” grommeted

SERPG1810…..120” grommeted

SERPGSO18….Special Size

SETY1……….....Pkg. 100 wire ties

Rail Padding Features

1” high density closed cell foam

18 oz. weather resistant vinyl

Fits 2” to 3” dia. rail

Custom sizing available

Gold                Red              K.Green         Orange           Royal              Purple             Tan               Sky Blue

Black           H.Green           Maroon            Gray               Navy              Brown             White   

The EWM series may be mounted to concrete, brick, wood or

any solid surface, but also easily mounts to any chain link

fence. The EWM series has grommets for mounting at the top

and bottom for solid surfaces (2 strips) and / or top, bottom &

middle grommet strips for chain link fences.



WORLD’S TOUGHEST, MOST DURABLE

SPORTS WINDSCREEN

Tuffy Windscreen is made of VIPPOL® Matrix, a 10 oz.

Mesh that is extremely durable because it contains

over 50% more micro-fibers than normal vinyl wind-

screens. It’s virtually tear-proof, and is backed by a 5

year prorated factory warranty. Edging all around is

fully wrapped in VIPOL Matrix webbing and the highest

quality brass grommets are installed every 12”. This

extra heavy duty edge construction virtually eliminates

the nagging problem of grommets pulling through stan-

dard windscreens. Every end and corner is double lock

stitch finished to eliminate the unraveling problem of

fully chain-stitched windscreens. All of these steps of

extra workmanship are crafted into every section of

Tuffy Windscreen, giving it unmatched strength and

durability.

Home Run Zone™ Windscreen Topper

Add this 4" gold vinyl top edging for any of our

windscreen panels. Very clearly shows the fence

top to players and umpires. This product is used

for appearance only, it does not cover or protect

top of fence.

Outfield Distance Markers

Numbers and logos in CHROMA-

BOND imprinting on VIPOL Matrix,

extremely durable and non-fading.

Same 20 colors as TUFFY®

Baseball Windscreen.

Tie Wraps

Heavy duty tie wraps to

attach all windscreens and

netting. 50 lb. breaking

strength, 8" length, pack-

ages of 100 or 1000.

800.334.6057

www.sportsedge.com
A Division of ABT7, Inc.   PO Box 837   259 Murdock Road   Troutman, NC 28166      info @sportsedge.com       3/12

TUFFY7 BASEBALL WINDSCREEN 
CHROMA-BOND

®
IMPRINTING

Available in a vibrant 20 colors:

DISCLAIMER:  The customer and the customer’s architects, engineers, consultants and other professionals are completely responsible for the selection, installation, and mainte-

nance of any product purchased from ABT, and EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN ABT’S STANDARD WARRANTIES, ABT MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, AS TO THE SUITABILITY, DESIGN, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS OF THE PRODUCT FOR CUSTOMER’S APPICATION. Copies of ABT’s standard warranties

are available upon request.


